TLC Funded Faculty Seminars

Each year, the Teaching and Learning Center offers funded faculty development seminars in a range of pedagogies and scholarship needs. These seminars are frequently co-funded and facilitated by John Jay programs. In recent years, we have begun sponsoring Faculty Fellows and guest facilitators to share their expertise in guiding faculty through new concepts and practices.

For 2019-20, the TLC funded faculty seminars included:

**Designing Effective Online Assignments** (Student Technology Fee funded)
Faculty Fellow: Beata Potocki, English

**Environmental Justice Problem-Based Learning Seminar** (TLC funded)
Faculty Fellow: Paul Bartlett, Environmental Justice & Sustainability Program

**Funded Research** (OAR funded)
Facilitators: Anthony Carpi, Daniel Stagement, Susy Mendes, Amrish Sughrim-Singh, Office for the Advancement of Research (OAR)

**Practical Teaching for Resilient Learning** (TLC funded)
Facilitator: Gina Rae Foster, Teaching and Learning Center (TLC)

**Syllabus Seminar: A Shift towards Inclusivity at John Jay College**! (TLC/SASP funded)
Faculty Fellow: Giazú Enciso-Dominguez, Interdisciplinary Studies